
 

Utility & Property Information 

 

Address:                3688 North Hyde Park Road, Hyde Park, VT 05655. Address is for GPS purposes only. An 

actual 911 address will be assigned at time of any construction. 

  

Taxes:                    Town of Hyde Park—Estimate at $2,685 (2018 Non-Residential Value). This is an 

estimated amount only and was arrived at by using Listers Card info and current tax 

rates.  Multiple adjacent properties are on the same Listers/Tax Bill and are not separated 

individually. Property is NOT enrolled in Vermont’s tax reduction program (Use Value 

Appraisal) or commonly referred to as Current Use.  The UVA program allows for 

substantial property tax reduction in exchange for the practice of good silviculture and a 

commitment to non-development uses.  Sellers sees no reason why this property would not 

be eligible. 

  

Acreage:                Acreage is estimated by seller and matches basic area calculations using state and 

commercial mapping software.  Property being sold as 46 +/- acres. There is an unrecorded 

survey in the seller’s possession.  It is fragile condition and very light so not easily 

copied.  It will be provided to a buyer at time of sale. 

  

Zoning:                  Rural Residential 2 & 5 -   Please refer to the Hyde Park Zoning Regulations for further 

information.  The Hyde Park Zoning Department may also be contacted at (802) 888-3200 

x302 with any additional questions.  

Power:                   The property is serviced by two power company’s.  Hyde Park Electric (802) 888-2310 runs 

along the road frontage.  Vermont Electric Coop (802) 635-7645 cuts through a section of 

the property and through the mowed landing. Please contact either company with questions 

on service connection. 

  

Services:                Phone service is provided by Consolidated Communications. Comcast Xfinity offers cable 

TV, high speed cable internet, and phone service in the area. Direct TV a satellite TV 

service is also available.  

 

  

Water:                   No formal drinking water source installed at this time.  Drilled artesian wells are typical for 

the area. Although there are many well installers in VT, a starting point for questions may be 

H.A. Manosh Corporation (802) 888-5722.  Quotes are normally at no cost. 

  

Septic:                    No septic system is currently installed or designed for this property.  Sellers states that in 

the 90’s he performed engineering tests on the property and found septic capacity for an 8-

lot subdivision.  Seller no longer has any records and all due diligence for septic is the 

purchaser’s responsibility.   

https://hydeparkvt.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/2016-LUDR-Effective-July-21-2016-ADOPTED-1.pdf


  

Road:                     North Hyde Park Road—Paved State maintained, plowed, and maintained road.  

  

Logging:                Sellers had the property logged approximately 3 years ago.  Per the seller there remains 

about 25% of the property that has not been logged.   Seller had the logger remove the 

softwood and low-grade firewood and specifically kept the sugar maples which is now the 

dominate species on the property. Seller estimates approximately 1200 maple taps but no 

formal study has been completed.    

  

Road Frontage:    The road frontage on the southern end of the property has been deeded to the seller’s son, it 

is a strip of land approximately 30’ wide and 975’ long to connect two parcels.  The final 

boundary line adjustment is in process.  The seller and future owners of the parcel for sale 

retain a 50’ easement over this 30’ wide strip for access to that end of the property.  The 

placement of that 50’ easement is at the discretion of the seller and new owners if they ever 

decide to utilize the easement. Tax map does not reflect this boundary adjustment. 

  

Disclaimer:            The information on this page is provided as a courtesy and is for general reference only. This information may not be relied on and was 

created from many sources that may or may not contain errors or otherwise be reliable. Some information, especially measurements and 

costs are only    approximate. Taxes, utilities, zoning, state/local permits, construction costs, roads, associations, property condition, 

forestry plans, timber volumes/$, boundaries, surveys and all other data found here may and does change. All buyers are encouraged to 

perform their own due diligence and not rely only on this information. No responsibility will be assumed for decisions and offers made 

from this information. 

  

  

 


